
Destin Legieza Foundation meeting 03/10/22

Darren, Tont, Leo, Joyce, Brent and Tim attending

Darren opens the meeting with the good news he received our tax exempt status from the IRS.
Darren will resubmit to the State Of TN the form for charitable organizations and get that
approval so we can begin taking donations.

Joyce brings up that we need to apply for the TN sales tax exemption for charitable
organizations. We have one for sales and one for purchases. It may can be done on line. Joyce
wants to be sure we have a process to fulfill any online sales such as hats and shirts from the
website. Tim suggests we wait til we have several orders..such as 20..and then ship out at one
time rather than make 20 trips to the post office. Brent currently has 2 hats left and no patches.
Tim’s organization is able to take cc orders at this time. Brent relates the patches came from a
place called Patch Depot and the hats are “flex fit” and ordered off the internet. Tony has a
example of a shirt and displays it on the screen. The cost is $12 a shirt and $2 more for the
larger sizes. Darren talked to Adam about a ticketing website and we need to set prices. Tim
suggests $25 single and $25 2 up for the motorcycles. This should include a meal. We discuss
pricing for non riders coming in cars as well as the Special Olympics athletes and parents. We
settle on $10 each person in a car with under 12 free. The Special Olympics athletes would
attend free with an escort. Tim suggests $35 per car that includes 2 passengers and 2 meals.
Each passenger over the 2 is $10.

Tim will need to decide how much he is charging to for organize the event. He states he paid
$238 for the insurance last year. Leo has the info to the agent but no quote is back as of the
meeting.

GFA was a good source for the hamburgers and hot dogs in the past.
Tim and Adam will get together on the ticket website.

Darren has discussed a rain plan with Jeff Carson and he can play inside if needed. Leo will
contact Scout Troop 137 about tents and setting up and taking down. We need 15 round tables,
long tables and 100 chairs. This may all be at the Elks lodge for use. Darren and Tony will
attend next meeting to ask them to donate food.

Joyce asks where the donations will go but the meeting timed out before a full discussion was
had.


